Davos Klosters Inside – Unique skiing adventures
From 21.12.2015 until Easter 2016, you can discover a new side of Davos Klosters in our winter guest
program “Davos Klosters Inside”. Our local insiders offer exclusive and free skiing adventures on a daily
basis.

REAL MOUNTAIN EXPERIENCES
Take your first swings at sunrise early in the morning, before all other guests, and mark your curves on the
freshly prepared slopes, follow in the footsteps of Royalty, savour your first experiences in powder snow or
take a ride in a snowcat and feel like the "hero of the night". Experience these and many more unique
adventures with the “Davos Klosters Inside” winter guest program and make your stay an extraordinary
event.

ON TOUR WITH LOCAL INSIDERS
Each of the daily events is accompanied by Davos Klosters insiders (exception: GPS treasure hunt). Our
insider team is composed of connoisseurs, locals, regional celebrities and tourism professionals. Let our
insiders show you a completely new side of Davos Klosters. Because our team sees to real mountain
experiences and gives you truly secret tips, our regulars also come to discover new sides of Davos Klosters
this way.

DAILY & FREE OF CHARGE
The daily inside experiences are available to you, as a guest at our hotel, exclusively and free of charge from
21 December 2015 until 28 March 2016. The only prerequisite for participation is a valid mountain cablecar
ticket.

YOUR BENEFITS
Participate and profit:
Winter guest program with daily offers free of charge
Real and priceless mountain experiences
Truly secret tips from our local insiders
Discover a new side of Davos Klosters – also regular guests will learn a lot of new things
Experience new kinds of winter sports

Inside-Experiences

Sunrise in Parsenn
Be the first to leave your early morning imprint on the freshly prepared pistes, before the start of
operations”. Enjoy the morning quiet at the peak with a panoramic view of the “Bündner” or the Grisons
mountains at sunrise.

Tobogganing/sledding at Rinerhorn
In the last few years, tobogganing along the 3.5 km run at Rinerhorn has set it apart to make it into a
favourite meeting point for tobogganists/ sledders and bobsleigh riders. Let our tobogganists explain to you
the intricacies of their sports and then dare yourself to experience a rapid descent. Sleds can be controlled
more effectively than those at Davos. Fun and adventure are guaranteed.

Behind the scenes
Would you like to know how avalanches are detonated and what the rescue service does on a daily basis to
make your experience at the ski pistes safer? Or how expensive a PistenBully is? Would you like to sit inside
one? This “Inside” offer invites you to take an exclusive behind-the-scenes look as it reveals the extent to
which teamwork is indispensible in ensuring the daily safety of your skiing pleasure.

Observe the Alpine ibexes
Have you observed our wild goats (Alpine ibexes) while skiing? This Inside offer will allow you to explore the
ski resort of Parsenn from a new angle. Our Insider shows Davos Klosters’ most beautiful piste kilometre
stretch, and with some luck you will be able to observe our wild goats while sunbathing.

